BETA TECHNOLOGY, INC.
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
HOUSTON, TX 77218

(281) 647-9700
or 1-800-295-BETA

RUST-KOTE
State of the Art Rust Transformer

• PREVENTS RUST FOR UP TO ONE YEAR
• OPERATING RANGE FROM 50°–95°F • CREATES ACRYLIC PROTECTIVE COATING
• ACTS AS A PRIMER OR FINAL COAT • CHEMICALLY NEUTRALIZES RUST

GREAT FOR USE ON:

Buildings  Bridges  Rolling Stock  Pipe
HVAC Systems  Ships  Docking Facilities  Vehicles
Tools  Machinery  Heavy Equipment  Cranes
Scaffolding  Structural Steel  Grounds Equipment  Tanks
Water Barrier Equipment, Etc.

DIRECTIONS:
Shake product for at least 30 seconds prior to use. Clean the area to be treated of dirt, grease and oil by using ROUGHNECK, BETA CLEAN, ORANGE WIZARD or BETA 52. Brush the loose rust flakes with a wire brush. Apply RUST-KOTE by holding can 8–12 inches from the surface. Apply in thin coats using a sweeping motion. Allow treated area to dry completely. Once the area treated turns black, apply a second coat. Complete cure time is 48 hours. Paint over protective coating if a color other than black is desired.

BETA DATA

FORM: Aerosol
ODOR: Solvent
COLOR: Clear Brown
DETERGENCY: None
TOXICITY: 25 ppm OSHA TLV
WETTING ABILITY: Saturates
PHOSPHATES: None
STORAGE STABILITY: 1 year +
COLD STABILITY: 0°F
FLASH POINT: 0°F TCC
FLAME EXTENSION: 18"
SOLUBILITY IN WATER: 100%
SPECIFIC GRAVITY: 0.86
% VOLATILE BY VOLUME: 71%
EVAPORATION RATE: Medium
BIODEGRADABLE: No
PROPELLANT: Hydrocarbon
pH: 2.4